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PREFACE.

[
HE compiler, in introducing this " Second Series of

Patience" to the public, takes the opportunity of

thanking her numerous correspondents, known and

unknown, for their kind assistance and criticisms, which she

trusts they will find turned to good account in the following

pages.

Patience is now very genei-ally played, as the one objection

to it that used to exist that it required so large a space to

lay out the cards has now been removed by the introduction

of miniature packs, which have been specially made for it,

so as to enable the most elaborate game to be displayed in the

compass of about a foot square a great boon to invalids

confined to a couch, for they no longer require a table, but

can set out these games on a tray, or even on a music-book.

As in the " First Series," the games described in this book

are illustrated with examples of hands actually played, so that

even the most intricate may be easily mastered by carefully

following the instructions given.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

IN days gone by, before the world lived at the railway speed
it is doing now, the game of Patience was looked upon with

somewhat contemptuous toleration, as a harmless but dull

amusement for idle ladies, and was ironically described as "
a

roundabout method of sorting the cards
"

;
but it has gradually

won for itself a higher place. For now, when the work, and

still more the wori-ies, of life have so enormously increased and

multiplied, the value of a pursuit interesting enough to absorb

the attention without unduly exciting the brain, and so giving
the mind a rest, and, as it were, a breathing-space wherein to

recruit its faculties, is becoming more and more recognised
and appreciated. Patience, therefore, claims to be not only of

negative, but of positive merit; and one charm of the game or,

to speak more correctly, the series of games is the infinite

variety. There are some to suit every taste. The many players
who like a hard nut to crack, and require a game which is

interesting, and difficult of achievement, the successes bearing
B
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the proportion to the failures of about one in ten; the many
others who do not care to puzzle their brains overmuch, but

like a placid amusement with a "
happy ending

" each of

these will find games to suit them in this collection. The

solitary student who has pored over his books till he can see

no longer, the lonely lady, the husband and wife tired of

Bezique, the young people home for the holidays who want a

game that will take in several players in short, whether it is

the old or the young, the one or the many, Patience does its

harmless best to please and amuse them all.



CHAPTER II.

DISTRI B UTION PA TIENCE.

THIS game very much resembles Imaginary Thirteen Patience,

described in the First Series, but there are differences of

play which make it rather more interesting. It requires two

packs, which may or may not be shuffled together the point
is immaterial. Lay eight cards in a row they must all be

different, and there must be no king amongst them ; next

count out the remainder of the cards in packets of twelve,

and place them, face upwards, under the primary row. Now
make a third row, underneath the second, by taking any top
card which will double one of the primary ones.

Of course, it is plain sailing up to six, which is doubled

by a queen; after that number the thirteen calculation has

to be made. For instance : in the Diagram three of the

baae cards knave, ten, and nine exceed 13 when doubled.

The knave, which counts 11, requires (as shown) a nine in

the third row, since 22 13= 9. The ten is waiting for a

seven to appear, for 20 13= 7 ;
under the nine a five is

B ?.
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placed in the third row, as 18 13= 5. The top and bottom

cards are now to be added together (still taking out the 13

where the sum exceeds that figure); and if there is a top
card of any of the centre packets available, it must be

taken for the third row. For example : the nine in the

first centre packet must be placed on the six in the

bottom row, since 6 and 3 equal 9. Now, 9 and 3 will equal

12, so the queen may come from the seventh centre packet,

O O
O O

to

DISTRIBUTION PATIENCE.

and cover the nine.
*

If by taking these cards others are

disclosed available for any of the lower packets, they must

be placed accordingly.

When you have gone as far as you can in doubling the

top row, and adding the two together, and there is no

other card available, you must take up the left-hand packet
and distribute it. Deal the first card into the vacant space,

then on the remainder of the packets in rotation, till you
have dealt out the packet. This discloses a fresh lot of
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cards, and gives you moie opportunities for continuing your
calculations and adding to the lower piles. As soon as the

top and bottom added together make thirteen, the pile is

crowned with a king, and is finished.

"Whenever you come to a stand, distribute a packet, always

taking the left-hand one ; if, as often happens, there are three

or four single cards on the left hand, gather them up
till you come to a packet with more than one, then deal

round. Continue in this way until you come to the eighth

packet, but there your chance ends
;

after distributing this

one, you have no fresh deal. Toil have, indeed, one privi-

lege : you may draw a card from underneath any of the

packets, and you must choose one that will enfranchise the

greatest number ;
but unless you succeed in placing all the

kings, you have failed in the game.



CHAPTER III.

ODDS AND EVENS PATIENCE.

SHUFFLE two packs together, then lay on each side sixteen

cards, in rows of four cards each, leaving a space between.

Now choose which of these sets shall be the active, which

the passive, side. You will be guided in the choice by the

way the cards have turned out ; but it will be well to

make the set that has most low cards in it the active one.

The difference between the two is this : From the passive

side you can only take uncovered cards, leaving the vacant

spaces ;
but from the active side you may take any card

that is suitable, filling its place up again from the rubbish

heap. If, however, there is the same card in both sets, you
must take it from the passive side if it is available that

is, with no card underneath it. Now, in the space between

the two sets (see Diagram) you place as they come out

tjie four aces and the four deuces, side by side, and you

pile on these alternate cards, following suit i.e., on an ace

you place three, five, seven, nine, knave, king ;
and on the



O

o o o
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deuce you go up with, the even numbers to the queen.

Now, as the piling still continues with alternate cards, the

order changes, and the ace-packet takes the even, the

deuce the odd, numbers, till they end with the queen

crowning one, the king the other. There is no second turn

allowed for the rubbish heap.



CHAPTER IV.

STAR PATIENCE.

FOR tliis Patience two packs of cards are required. Take
out the aces and kings, place the king of hearts in the

centre (throwing the other seven kings aside), and arrange
the aces round it in the shape of a star, as shown in the

accompanying Diagram. Shuffle the remaining cards together,
and deal a row round the points of the star. If there ia

a deuce in this row, place it on its proper ace, and fill the

vacancy from the pack ; do the same with the three and

following cards. Now deal round a second row, packing on
the aces as before, and filling the vacancies. A third row is

now dealt, and in this outside row you have a further privi-

lege that of forming marriages among any of the outside

cards in the descending line of the same suit. The rest of

the cards are dealt out on a rubbish heap, but you must
lose no opportunity of packing and marrying, for there is no

second turn allowed.

When you can open one of the rays as far as the ace-
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packet, you may fill the space with outside cards from the

other rays, and this often gives an opportunity of freeing a

card that seemed hopelessly blocked. If you succeed (which

will not be very often), you will find that the star has con-

centrated its rays, and presents a picture of a king
surrounded by eight queens.



CHAPTER V.

FORTUNE-TELLING PATIENCE.

THIS is a game for three or more playere, and is a favourite

with young ladies, as being supposed to afford them a glimpse

I

;*
***
*

FORTUNE-TELLING PATIENCE.

of their future destiny. The four aces are laid in the middle

of the board, their significations being : hearts, loved
; diamonds,
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courted; clubs, married; and spades, single blessedness. The

cards are then dealt round, and the players place them, face

downwards, on the table in front of them. The oldest hand

turns the top card. If it is a deuce, it is placed upon its

proper ace, and the player turns another, which is put, face

upwards, above his own pack, as shown in the Diagram. The
next player then turns a card; the aces are built upon in

their right suits, but you may put cards on the exposed packs
of any of your neighbours, so long as you do so in the de-

scending sequence, without attending to suit. You may continue

to play as long as you can place your cards; when the

sequence breaks, the next player goes on.

When your first packet is finished, and you have only the

exposed one in front of you, you turn that down, and go on

as before. If you finish off all your cards on one of the ace-

packets, it shows what your fate will be; but if your cards

work off on your neighbours' packets, the oracle is veiled,

and youi fortune remains untold.



CHAPTER VI.

PAIRS PATIENCE.

THIS is not a very abstruse game, but will serve to while away
an idle moment or two. Lay nine cards out in tliree rows,

throw out the pairs, and fill the vacant spaces from the pack.

O

O

O

PAIRS PATIENCE.
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When you come to a stop, you have the privilege of laying
down one card, which often sets the game going again, and

this you may repeat whenever a stop occurs; but should

this card not find a pair, the game has failed. In the accom-

panying Diagram there are two pairs to be thrown out.



CHAPTER VII.

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK PATIENCE.

THIS is one of the most difficult and complicated of the

numerous games of Patience, and requires close attention

throughout. Two packs are wanted, which must be well

shuffled together, after the clock-face has been laid out. Thai

is done in the following manner: The five of hearts is put

at the top, in the twelve o'clock place, the six of spades

for one o'clock, seven of diamonds for two, eight of clubs

follows, then nine of hearts, ten of spades, knave of

diamonds, queen of clubs, ace of hearts, two of spades,

three of diamonds, and four of clubs at eleven o'clock, as shown

in Diagram No. 1. Now shuffle the remaining cards, and lay

them out by threes, overlapping one another, outside each of the

clock-cards. This disposition being made, lay the rest of the

pack aside for the present, and form the clock-packets, following

suit, and packing upwards ; but you can only take the top,

or uncovered, cards of the outer packets. When you have

packed on the face as much as you can, you may move
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the uncovered cards from one outside packet to another, still

following suit, but packing downwards. Now resort again to

the pack, and fill up the outside packets, which must never

have less than three cards each, though they may have

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK PATIENCE (Xo. 1),

as many more as you can put on them. Work off on
to the clock-face at every opportunity, and still continue

filling the outside packets to three at each round. When
you come to a standstill, and can pack no more, you may

c
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form a. rubbish, heap in the centre ;
from this you can only

place the cards on the clock, not on the outer packets ; but

still, as you reduce the latter, you may pile them up again
from the pack in your hand. The final result will be

that the cards will all be absorbed in the face of the clock,

and will stand as shown at Diagram No. 2 : The king of

hearts for twelve o'clock, ace of spades, two of diamonds,

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK PATIENCE (No. 2).

three of clubs, four of heai-ts, five of spades, six of diamonds,

seven of clubs, eight of hearts, nine of spades, ten of

diamonds, and lastly, the knave of clubs at eleven o'clock.

No second turn of the rubbish heap is allowed, and to

bring the game to a satisfactory conclusion much depends
on the way the outer packets are managed. You may pack

them on or not at discretion.



CHAPTER VIII.

WA TCH PA TIENCE.

THIS game is nearly the same as Grandfather's Clock Patience,

but there are one or two points of difference. In the first place,

it is on a smaller scale, only one pack being used. In the

second, a glance at Diagram No. 1 will show that though the

cards begin in their proper places according to a watch (the

queen of clubs standing for twelve o'clock), by the time they
have been thoroughly manipulated they have all got wrong. The
third point of difference is, that instead of a rubbish heap, the

king of hearts is placed in the centre, with three cards above

him as the hands ; these are worked off, but the king remains

stationary.

The mode of play is as follows : Place the cards round .the

watch-face as shown in Diagram No. 1, the king of hearts

being in the middle. Shuffle the rest of the pack well, and

lay out in threes above each card. Now build upwards on the

watch-face, according to suits, and downwards on the upper
cards of the surrounding packets ; you must not, howevc r,

c 2



WATCH PATIENCE (No. 1).
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build upon the hands, though you may work them off on to

the face of the watch. If you come to a standstill you may
transpose the places of two cards in the surrounding packets

WATCH PATIENCE (No. 2).

either both at once or at separate times. If these method*
fail in attaining the final result (as shown at Diagram No. 2),

shuffle up the cards and try again.



CHAPTER IX.

HA DEN PATIENCE.

SHUFFLE two packs together; lay out twelve packets of eight

cards each as shown in the Diagram, the top cards being

exposed, the others face downwards. The remaining eight cards

are all exposed singly, and form the "
dummy

"
hand. Having

done this, you look at the cards before you for any two

which, when added together, will make eleven as seven and

four, eight and three, &c. These you remove, as also picture

cards when they form a sequence of knave, queen, king. You
then turn up the top cards of the uncovered packets, and

search out the elevens as before. When nc more cards can

be worked off, you may have recourse to the dummy hand,

from which you may take one card that makes eleven with

one on the packets. In the case of a sequence, if there is

only one kind of picture card on the packets, and the

remaining two in the dummy, you may then remove both; but

should there be two sorts on the board, you can only take one

from the dummy. "When there are two exposed cards of the
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same signification, you may look at the card immediately

underneath, to see which would be most advisable to take. The

The Dummy Hand.

* *

HADEN PATIENCE.

longer the dummy hand can be kept intact, the greater will

be the chance of working off the Patience.



CHAPTER X.

SQUARING THE CIRCLE PATIENCE.

THIS is a very difficult game, and at first, until the player
has learnt the order of rotation, a remarkably puzzling one,

since on the same packet the sequences are alternately

ascending and descending, following suit. Two packs are

required. Withdraw from one the four aces, and place them
in a square ;

shuffle the remaining cards well together, and

surround this square with a circle of twelve cards, as shown
in the Diagram. If there be a king in the circle, place it on

its proper ace, and fill up the vacancy ; upon the king you
will place a two; as it turns out in its course, on that again
a queen ; then three, knave ; four, ten

; five, nine
; six, eight ;

seven, seven. Now the order changes, and becomes eight, six;

nine, five ; ten, four ; knave, three ; queen, two ; king, ace.

In dealing out the remainder of the cards you may make
four reserve packets; and whenever you create a vacancy in

the circle, fill it up from one of these. You need not deal

on the packets in rotation
;

in fact, the success of the game
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greatly depends upon how you arrange the cards upon them ;

it is best, if possible, to keep one for the kings, aces, anil

queens, and put the medium cards on the other three. You

may gather up these packets, shuffle, and form them once

again ;
if by that time the circle is not squared, the game is

a failure.

Reserve Packets.

SQUARING THE CIRCLE PATIENCE.
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FOUR-CORNER PATIENCE.

SHUFFLE two packs of cards together, and then place twelve

cards as in the Diagram, beginning with the top corner one on

the left
;
then the vertical line of four, the left bottom corner,

the top right corner, the line, and the bottom right corner,

leaving space enough between the lines to put the four kings
and the four aces, two and two, the kings above, the aces

below.

Now proceed to deal on these cards in the same order

until the two packs are dealt out. Kings and aces are to

be placed at once as soon as they appear; but while the

process of dealing is going on there are restrictions as to

building on them. A suitable card may be taken from either

of the corners, but one from the lines is only available if it

is in the same row as the packet on which it is to be placed.

This restriction, however, ceases as soon as all the cards are dealt.

You may not only take for building any suitable cards that

are on the top of any of the corner or line packets, but you
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may also pack on these in an ascending or descending

sequence. When you cannot continue your play any longer,

bike up the packets, beginning with the left corner (leaving,

of course, the eight centre ones), and deal round again in the

same manner. The process may be repeated a third time, in

spite of which indulgence the game is often a failure.

FOUR-CORNER PATIENCK



CHAPTER XII.

CORNER PATIENCE.

SHUFFLE a single pack thoroughly, and then lay nine cards on

the table, in three rows of three each, as shown in the Diagram.
You may be some time laying out these cards, for the following
is the method of procedure : The first one turned up is placed
in the top left-hand corner we will suppose it to be a five;

the three other corner places must be left vacant until the

other fives appear. Upon these four base-cards you pack in

an ascending scale through the suit, ending, of course, with a

four; but upon the other cards you pack downwards without

attending to suits. It is not necessary to fill all the spaces
at once; as you deal the cards out you may place them on

the rubbish heap or on the board at discretion.

If fives are the corners, fours and threes are not wanted on

the board at all events as bases as they will not work off

till the last. Of course, the corner packets, being in suits,

cannot be altered, but the cards may be shifted about on the

other packets, in order to make vacancies to be filled from
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the rubbish heap, or to get at buried ones. For instance, a

ten of diamonds may be wanted for its corner, and it lies

under a nine of spades and eight of hearts, but there is

another nine and ten on the board : one takes off the eight of

hearts, the other the nine of spades, thereby releasing the

diamond ten.

o o

* *
*&*+**
* *

CORNER PATIENCE.

It will be seen that this is a game in which a good deal of

judgment is required to bring it to a satisfactory conclusion

for, although some players take the privilege of a second turn

of the rubbish heap, those who go in sternly for "the rigour

of the game
" do not allow this.



CHAPTER XIII.

PRISON PATIENCE.

THIS game is played with one pack only, but requires consider-

able space to lay it out, all the cards being displayed. The

first that turns up is the base-card ;
this is placed on the

board, and the three similar cards are put in a perpendicular

line with it as they turn up. Now, on either side of this line

place four rows, each containing five cards. You will now have

eight cards remaining, which you will place in a narrower row

of four on each side of a vacant space below the base-cards

this is the "
prison."

Having laid out the pack thus, you now proceed to build on

the bases, and you may do so in either the ascending or de-

scending scale, according as the cards show the best chances

of success; but you must build on all alike you cannot go up
on one and down on another and you must follow suit. The

only cards available for you to take are the outside ones of

the rows there are only ten, therefore, to work from
;
but you

have the privilege of packing on these outside cards and as
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long as you follow suit you may pack up or down as you will.

If you can succeed in emptying any of the rows, you may
move an outside card into the vacant space, and this gives

you an opportunity of unpacking, if desirable.

For instance, in the accompanying Diagram, the seven of

hearts being a base-card, and nine, ten, and knave of hearts

being or becoming outsiders, you are compelled (in order to

get some diamonds and clubs that are wanted) to pack the

reverse way; that is, ten on the nine, and knave on the ten

which of course blocks them all. But if you can absorb all

the cards in one of the rows, you may take the knave from

the top of this packet, and place it in the vacancy by the

bases; thus it again becomes an outsider, and the ten and

nine may pack upon it, to be ready to go on the base when

the eight can be freed. This privilege does not extend to the

two rows by the prison ; they cannot be moved up they can

only be worked off on the bases.

When you have built and packed as far as you can, and

find yourself blocked, you have still another chance : you may
take any single outside card, and place it in the prison, where

it must remain until in due course it works off on its proper
base.

If there are still insuperable obstacles in the way, some

players allow the further privilege of gathering up all the

cards except the base-packets and the prisoner, shuffling, and

laying them out again in rows of five on each side as far as

they will go; but strict players object to this indulgence.

However, with all the chances you can get it is a difficult

game to bring to a satisfactory conclusion.



CHAPTER XIV.

STOP PATIENCE.

THIS is a very interesting game for two players, each having
a well-shuffled pack. They cut for lead, and the higher begins.

He first counts out thirteen cards, which he places on his right

hand, turning up the top one; this is called the stock. He
then lays down four cards in a perpendicular line, as shown

in the Diagram. If there be an ace among them, or the top
card of the stock be an ace, he places it on the board to the

left of his line, and fills up the vacant space with the top card

from the stock. Or if in the line there are two consecutive

cards of the same suit, he places one on the other in the

descending scale, and again fills up from the stock, and turns

the top card. If he can play no longer, he turns one card

from the pack in his hand, and lays it, face upwards, on the

table in front of him; this is the beginning of a rubbish

heap. If this cannot be placed, he turns a second, and lays it

on the first, when his play comes to an end.

The second player now takes up the game, counting out his
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stock, and placing his line of four cards parallel with that of

his adversary, leaving space enough between for all the aces

as they come out. If he sees an opportunity of packing on his

enemy's line, he may avail himself of it, always following suit,

and in a downward direction ; of course, on the aces the building

goes up. Also a player may pack on his enemy's rubbish heap,
and this he may do both ways as long as it is the same suit;

Rubbish Heap.
2nd Player.

Line.
1st Player.

9
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Stock-
ist Player
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STOP PATIENCE.

but he can only do this from the stock or the rubbish heap,

not from the line.

Meantime the non-player is carefully watching, and the

moment the player makes any slip or oversight he cries

"
Stop !

" on which that side ceases, and the other takes up the

l*ame. The object is to get rid of all the cards ;
the first

who does so wins. Often the players will go on for a long
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time, merely alternately each turning a card and putting it on

the rubbish heap ; then, perhaps, will come a run of luck. The

ace-packets must always be built on first, then the line, then

the enemy's rubbish heap. A player may pack on his opponent's

line, but may not create a vacancy in it.

The mistakes which invoke the cry of "Stop!" are the

following :

1. If a player neglects to place a card when he has an

opportunity to do so.

2. If he places it on either line when there is an ace-packet
to receive it.

3. If he packs on his opponent's rubbish heap when he could

do so on the aces or the lines.

4. If in filling a vacancy in the line from the stock he

neglects to at once turn the top card of the latter.

5. If, when taking a card from the stock to fill a vacancy, he

places it on a packet instead, it must be laid down and the

top card turned before he can use it in any other way.
6. If he takes the cards from his opponent's line.

7. If he packs on the lines in a wrong direction.

8. If he places a card either from the lines or the rubbish

heap when he could take it from the stock.

The rubbish heaps may be turned over and over again. The

game is finished when the cards of one player are all worked

off on the ace-packets

u 2



CHAPTER XV.

BLOCK ELEVEN PATIENCE.

IN this game, as in Corner Patience, a board of nine cards is

laid out in three rows. If in doing so you see two cards

BLOCK ELEVEN PATIENCE.

which make eleven eight and three, six and five, and so on

jou deal a card on each, doing so on every combination tLa
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makes eleven. The court cards, of course, do not come into

the calculation ;
but when king, queen, and knave, are on the

board together, you deal a card on all three.

If you cannot make up an eleven, and have not the three

court cards, you are blocked. You may then have the privi-

lege of putting one card on the centre packet, which often

opens up fresh combinations. If it does not do so, the block

is complete, and there is nothing for it but shuffling the pack
and laying out the cards again.

In the Diagram given all the cards can be covered.



CHAPTER XVI.

REVERSI PATIENCE.

SHUFFLE two packs together, then lay ont twenty-one cards

in three rows of seven cards each. The cards are to be alter-

REVERSI PATIENCE.

nately open and reversi ;
that is, the first wHl be face upwards
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(open), the second face downward (reversi), and so on, as shown
in the accompanying Diagram.
As each row begins and ends with an open card, there wil]

be twelve open and nine reversi. Having laid them out, survey
the board, to see if you can find a reversi card between dupli-

cates (i.e., between two kings, two sixes, &c.) ;
if there is, the

reversi and the card on its right are thrown out, and the gap
closed up by bringing the rest of the row to the left. Now
deal round on the open cards again, throwing out the reversi

card and its right-hand duplicate packets as soon as it

appears. When a row is reduced to three, both the right- and

left-hand packets are dismissed with their reversi. If you
succeed in clearing the board, you have accomplished the

game, whether you have dealt out all the cards or not.



CHAPTER XVII.

PYRAMID PATIENCE.

Two packs are required: lay out from one of them a pyramid
of nine cards, as shown in the Diagram (No. 1), then shuffle the

remaining cards together. If there should be an ace or a

king as the apex, or in the middle row, there they must

remain until uncovered by the card below them being removed.

If on the bottom row of the pyramid there are consecutive

cards of the same suit, they can be packed either upwards or

downwards, at discretion, their places being filled from the

pack. Now deal out the remaining cards on three rubbish

heaps. As the four aces and kings of the respective suits

come out, they must be placed (in the form of two small

pyramids) the aces on the left, the kings on the right; and

these are built upon in the ascending and descending scales

respectively.

You must lose no opportunity of building on the small

pyramids, but be careful how you pack on the lower row of

the large one, as this is occasionally the cause of the cards
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above being checkered. Whenever a vacancy is made in this

lower row it can be filled by a top card from either of the

rubbish heaps ;
but before doing this, see if the uncovered card

above it can be taken for the ace or king packets. All such

vacancies in the body of the pyramid must be filled at once

from the rubbish heaps. When all the cards are dealt out,

gather up the three rubbish heaps, and deal out again on

two heaps; and if still unsuccessful, you may again deal the

remaining cards, but only on one rubbish heap.

If you succeed in the game, the large pyramid will have

disappeared, and there will be a small one on each side,

crowned respectively with kings and aces, as shown in Diagram
No. 2.



CHAPTER XVIII.

PIRATE PATIENCE.

THIS is a game for two players, each with a pack. The

opponents cut; he who cuts lower has to work upwards
from the aces, the other downwards from the kings, following
suit. The players now play as fast as they can, each dealing

out his cards on a rubbish heap in front of him, and placing

his cards on his ace (or king) packets at every opportunity.
These packets must be placed in a row each row of four

in front of its proprietor and are called their ships.

As one is working up and the other down, it follows that

there comes a point where the two packets meet, and which-

ever reaches that point first captures the other ship, placing

it on one side, with the ace or king whichever it may happen
to be crowning it. For instance, one player has built on

the ace of spades as far as the six, the other has come down

to the eight (see Diagram) ;
the player who turns the seven

captures that ship.
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As soon as a ship is taken, the order of that suit is reversed
;

the player who worked from the ace now puts up the king
for the second venture, and vice versa

; and as it is rather

puzzling to be working up on some and down on others,

the second fleet that is fitted out had better be a little apart

Ace Packets Ups.

Rubbish Heap.

King Packets Downs.

Pvk Rubbish Heap.

PIRATE PATIENCE.

from the first. If one player comes to the end of his pack
before the other, the play now alters a little; he intently
watches his adversary, and if a card turns up suitable for

one of his ships, and not so for his adversary, he may say
"Take," and claim it. If it is at the crucial point where
the packets meet, the player who says "Take" first makes
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the capture. "When both speak together, the ship is supposed
to have gone down, and neither has it. The player who makes

moat captures wins the game. If a series of games so many
op is being played, the players shuffle each other's cards

before beginning again.



CHAPTER XIX.

FLOWER-GARDEN PATIENCE.

ONE pack only is required, which must be laid out in six

groups or flower-beds of six cards each, arranged fanwise,

as shown in the accompanying Diagram; nevertheless, it is

only the top card (with the exception afterwards stated) that

is in play ;
the remaining sixteen cards are retained in the

hand, and are called the "bouquet." Now take any aces that

may be in the bouquet or on the top of the flower-beds,

place them in a row, and build upon them according to

suit. You may also move the cards from one flower-bed to

another in descending sequence without paying any attention

to suit ; and in doing this you may freely use from the

bouquet any cards that are available.

When you have piled as far as you can, the exception
mentioned above comes to your aid you may move the

whole or part of a sequence from one flower-bed to another,

and this often opens out cards that would otherwise have
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been hopelessly blocked. Ton cannot, however, move a king
until it can be placed on ite proper ace-packet.

When you come to a standstill, and can neither build on

the aces nor move from one flower-bed to another, lay the

bouquet on one side, shuffle up the flower-garden, and lay it

out again in beds of six cards, adding any cards that may
be over to the bouquet. If this second time you do not suc-

ceed in gathering the respective suits together, you will add

one more to the numerous fallures to which those who play

Patience are liable.



CHAPTER XX.

MUGGINS PATIENCE.

THIS Patience is so called because it is akin to the round game
of Joe Muggins ;

but it must be confessed that the relation-

ship is not very close, as there are several points of divergence.

It is rather a puzzling game, and requires close attention; and

though it appears to give the player unlimited facilities for

attaining his object, yet he will find that, with all his care,

success is very apt to elude him at the last.

Shuffle two packs together; then lay out eight cards in a

row; the ninth that turns up is the "base" card. If there

are any base cards in the original row, take them out, and fill

their places from the pack; with this exception, these eight

cards are not to be touched until the end of the game. Of

the base cards, four will be placed under the row, and will

be built on in the ascending scale (no attention being paid to

suits), and the other four above it, and worked downwards.

Suppose the ninth card turns up a six, the base cards will

bo sixes (see Diagram), and the four lower packets will b*
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crowned with fives, and the upper ones with sevens. The
base cards, as they turn up, are to be placed alternately above

and below. The remainder of the cards are now dealt out

upon the original eight; and here the likeness to Muggins
comes in: As long as the cards do not follow one another in

direct succession they are laid on the packets in rotation, but

wh^n there is a sequence you pile them on the packet you are

playing on as long as that sequence lasts and it may run

either upwards or downwards; as, for instance, you place a

nine on an eight, ten on the nine, then comes another nine,

MUGGINS PATIENCE.

followed by an eight, and so on. Directly the sequence breaks,

the cards are played on the packets in succession as before.

Every opportunity must be taken to build on the bases, and

you may take any exposed card suitable for that purpose,

except one of the original eight. When the cards are all dealt

out, you may (and this again is like Muggins) move the

top cards from one packet of the row to another, as long as

you can do so in any sequence, thus opening up fresh ways
of continuing the upper and lower piles. The eight original

cards, however, are not to be touched until you come entirely

to a standstill, and can neither build nor pack any more
; you
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may then move any of them that are uncovered, and suitable

for placing either above or below.

Considerable judgment is required in the final movement of

the cards backwards and forwards ;
it is there that the player

too often gets chockered by finding that he has packed in the

vrong direction.

As each base-pile is finished, it will be well to turn the

last card on its face, as a sign that the packet is done with,

for having to build in different directions at the same time is

apt to be a little confusing.

E 2



CHAPTER XXL

QUADRILLE PATIENCE.

THIS game is sometimes called La Fran^aise Patience, and is

known to have been played in France upwards of 100 years ago.

One pack only is required, which must be thoroughly shuffled.

Deal out the cards on a rubbish heap, and as the aces and

deuces turn up place them on the board, as in Diagram No. 1,

to form the figure of a quadrille. These eight foundations

are to be built upon according to their suits, but in alternate

numbers (as in Odds and Evens Patience) : thus, on the ace

you place first a three, then five, seven, and so on up to the

king ; while on the deuce even numbers are placed, ending with

the queen. The rubbish heap may be turned twice. The final

effect is shown at Diagram No. 2.



Rubbish
Heap.

No. L

No. 2.

QUADRILLE PATIENCE.



CHAPTER XXII.

THE BARONESS PATIENCE.

THIS game is one of the No. 13 combinations, and is, like Quad-
rille Patience, a very old one. The kings are to be discarded, as,

counting thirteen themselves, they combine with no other

number. One pack is required. Deal five cards in a row ;
if any

two of them make thirteen when added together, remove them,

and lay them aside. Deal another row of five on the top of the

first row
; again remove the thirteens, and deal out again.

If the thirteens are not all paired by the time the pack is dealt

out, the game has failed.

THE BARONESS PATIENCE.

in the Diagram given it will be seen that there are two

combinations of thirteen (a a and b 6) which can be removed.



CHAPTER XXIII.

YORK AND LANCASTER PATIENCE.

THIS game is played with one pack. It may be made a double

game by two players presiding over the opposing camps, the

pack which must be well shuffled being placed between them

after the withdrawal of a red and a black king the red repre-

senting Lancaster, and the black (to be voted white for the

nonce), York. These two kings having been placed some distance

apart, the top card of the pack is turned ; if red, it is placed at

the side of the Lancastrian king ;
if black, by the side of York.

Each succeeding card as taken from the pack should be placed in

its proper camp, one card being on each side the king, three in

the line above him, and three below. When this disposition is

made as shown in the Diagram, the camp is complete. "When

one is thus filled up, any further cards of the same colour that

turn up must be placed in a heap at the side ; this is the

prisoners' camp.
As soon as both camps are completed, the fight begins. The

first card turned then from the pack, if red, can take any black
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card of a like value, or one point lower, from the Yorkist camp,
the captor and prisoner (or prisoners) to be taken to the prisoners'

camp. If, on the other hand, a spade or club is turned, ih*1

attack will come from the White Rose Any card in the attack-
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ing camp may now take prisoner (or prisoners) any card exposed
in the other camp of a like value, or one point lower, the excep-
tion being the two centre kings, which neither capture nor are

captured ; also, the attack ceases when there are only two guards
left by the king.

Once more the cards are turned from the pack, and the camps
are filled up, any supernumeraries retiring to their own prisoners'

camp until the other side is ready, when again the turn of the

card decides the attack. When the pack is exhausted, the cards

are counted : the kings score four points each, queens three,

knaves two, and the remainder one each. The victory rests with

the side that scores the greatest number.



CHAPTER XXIV.

ORACLE PATIENCE.

ONE well-shuffled pack suffices for this game. It is called the

Oracle because it shows which of the four powers in the

world Wisdom, Wealth, Beauty, or Courage will be most

propitious to the player. These powers are represented by the

four queens, under the names of Minerva for Wisdom spades ;

Juno for Wealth diamonds; Yenus for Beauty hearts; and

Bellona for Courage clubs. The queens are placed a short

distance apart, and their courts are formed round them (see

Diagram) as the cards are turned up from the pack. The upper
card in each court is immovable

;
the three others can capture

and be captured.
As soon as a court is completed, but not before, that power is

ready to attack, but it cannot do so until a card of its suit turns

up. This may take any card or cards of its own value from the

other courts (always excepting the top one), and the captor and

captured are laid on the heap above the queen. The three lower

cards of the attacking power have also the right of taking any



M Inerva Wisdom. Juno Wealth

Pack
ORACLE PATIENCE
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others of their value which are placed underneath them; but

these cards are subject to recapture.

If the turn-up cannot make a capture, it is laid on the top

heap, and another is turned. Continue dealing out, forming up
the courts, and capturing at every opportuni-ty, until the pack is

exhausted. The cards are then counted, and the power that

scores most wins. Aces count four, kings three, knaves two,

and common cards one, each.



CHAPTER XXV.

ARITHMETICAL PA TIENCE.

THIS game has the peculiarity of never being a failure that

is, without great carelessness on the part of the player;

indeed, it might almost be better designated as a card

trick than a game, as the first part, which belongs to the

Imaginary Thirteen tribe, is continued until all the cards are

adjusted. Lay out on the board one, two, three, and four,

in a row ; they may be of mixed suits the point is immaterial.

Now deal out on a rubbish heap, and as cards doubling the

first four in value appear, place them in a second row

underneath i.e., below the ace you place two, below the

deuce four, six under the three, and eight under the four,

as shown at Diagram No. 1.

All succeeding cards which are placed on the second row

must be of the value of the top and bottom added together

thus, the second set of cards to be played on the lower

packets will be three, six, nine, queen. The next set to be

placed will be four, eight, queen, and three, for in thif
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last the Imaginary Thirteen calculation comes into play the

queen (which counts twelve) and four making sixteen, deduct

thirteen, and it leaves three to place on the queen. This

calculation is made whenever the value of either of the

original top cards, added to the exposed one beneath it.

4
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The second part of the game now commences : Place each

packet upon the card above it the first on the ace, the

second on the two, and so on. Having done this, gather
the cards into one packet, by laying the last one on the

third, both together on the second, and all three npon the

first. The cards must be gathered up in this particular

way without shuffling or disturbing the order in which they
have been played, or the next process will not come right.

Now, holding the cards with their backs to you, deal out,

face downwards, as follows : (1) Deal thirteen single cards in

a row. (2) Deal on every other card, beginning on the

second, until you end on the thirteenth; you will find that

you have to go along the row twice. (3) Begin at the third

card, and deal on every third; you will have to do this three

times in order to end on the last card. Finally, begin at the

fourth card, and deal on every fourth till you have finished.

Then take the cards carefully up in their proper order, from

the first packet to the thirteenth.

Now begin to spell out the numbers, laying a card down, face

downwards, for each letter except the last; turn that card up,
and it will be found to correspond with the number. When
you come to the knave, you must spell it Jack, otherwise

there will not be cards enough. The following is the order:

0-n-e (this card will be an ace), T-w-o (2), T-h-r-e-e (3), F-o-u-r

(4), F-i-v-e (5), S-i-as (6), S-e-v-e-n (7), E-i-g-h-< (8), N-i-n-e (9),

T-e- (10), J-a-c-fe (knave), Q-u-e-e-n (queen), K-i-n-0 (king).



CHAPTER XXVI.

BATTLE PATIENCE.

THIS is a game for two players each with a pack and victory

depends on the amount scored in four deals.

Each player deals out thirteen packets (as shown in the

Diagram) till his cards are exhausted. Whenever in doing
so a card falls in its right place i.e., a four on the fourth

packet, a king on the last one, and so on it is set on one

side, and another card played on that packet. At the end of

the round the cards set aside are scored according to their

pips: a knave counts eleven, queen twelve, and king thirteen.

Gather the cards up, shuffle them well, and deal out again

At the end of the fourth round add up the score; tle higher
wins.





CHAPTER XXVII.

HOLIDAY PATIENCE.

THIS is a good family game. There should not be less than

three players, but any further number may join. The cards

are dealt round, and the last is turned up and placed on the

board to form the beginning of a line
;
the others remain in

packets, face downwards, before the players. The first playel

turns his top card
;

if he can place it on the board, he does

so, and turns another. Suppose the beginning card on the

board is ten, and the player turns a knave, he places it by
the side of the ten; if he then turns a queen, that goes by
the knave; or if another ten, it is placed below the first, as

shown in the Diagram. When he can no longer play on the

board, he puts down his card to commence a rubbish heap.
The second player now takes up the game. If he can play
to the board, he must do so (always in upward sequence) ;

when he cannot, he may put his card upon hi neighbour's
rubbish heap, provided it follows in sequence, either up or down.

Thus, if the first player has a three exposed on his rubbish
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heap, the second may put either a two or a four upon it. The

game goes round in this way, each player continuing as long
as he can place cards

;
but if he makes a mistake as, for

instance, playing on an opponent's rubbish heap when he

ought to put his card on the board his turn stops, and the

next player goes on. The concluding card of a line should

be turned face down, to show that it is finished. The rubbish

heaps are turned, and the play proceeds till one player baa

got rid of all his cards, thereby winning the game.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

CENTURY PATIENCE.

THIS is a game for four players. The aces are taken out,

and one is put before each player; the cards are then dealt

round, but must not be taken up they remain in packets, face

downwards. The first player looks at his top card
;

if it is

the same suit as his ace, he displays it on the board; if not,

be turns it down again; the three other players do likewise

in turn. When all the cards have been thus looked at, each

person passes his packet to his neighbour, and the same process
is gone through, the cards belonging to their aces being put

by them on the board, the others rejected. At the end of

this second round the displayed cards (see Diagram) are scored

according to the number of the pips : knaves, queens, and

kings, counting respectively eleven, twelve, and thirteen. The

player who has the greatest number of cards scores an extra

six; if two or more have an equal highest number they score

three each.
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The cards are now gathered up, thoroughly shuffled, and

dealt out again, the aces being left out as before. The game
is 100 up, but when more than one person exceeds the century,

the highest score wins.

This game will do for three players, provided one whole suit

is taken from the pack.



CHAPTER XXLX.

EMPEROR PATIENCE.

THIS game may fairly be described as the best of all the varicms

games of Patience. Its superiority to the common run consists

in its affording so much scop3 for play in making all the

various combinations and re-combinations which are called for

to bring it to a successful issue. Two packs are required.

Lay on the board, face downwards, ten packets, of three

cards each these are called sealed packets ; below them

place a row of single cards, face up. Take out aces whenever

they appear, to form foundations, and put them a little distance

below. Aces are built upon in their proper suits
;
but on the

exposed cards in the second row you pack in downward

sequence, but always alternating the colour a red six on a black

seven, then a black five, followed by a red four, and so on,

as shown in the Diagram.
When you open up a sealed packet by making a vacancy

beneath it, turn the top card, and lay it in this space. Aa

soon as the whole of a sealed packet is got rid of in this manner



Sealed Packets.
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any exposed card may be placed in the vacancy, and such card

can become the head of a column or perpendicular line. Deal

out on the rubbish heap to the end of the second pack, build-

ing up on the aces, and forming columns at every

opportunity.
It is allowable at any time to move any exposed card from

one column to another; it is even allowable to put back cards

from the ace-packets to the columns when by so doing fresh

and advantageous combinations can be made. This privilege,

which is quite unique, is called
"
worrying back," and it is

generally found necessary to resort to it several times. When
the second pack is finished, take up the rubbish heap, and turn

the first card; if it can be placed, turn the next, and so continue

as long as you can play; but when a card appears for which

no amount of worrying back or altering the columns can find

a place, the game has failed. A successful termination shows

the ace-packets crowned with their respective kings.



CHAPTER XXX.

WINGS PATIENCE.

THIS game is played with one pack, and is laid out thus :

Place a card on your left; at a little distance from it form

two perpendicular lines of four cards each, with space between

them to take the aces as they appear ; finally, one card on your

right. Continue to di al out in this way till the pack is exhausted,

slightly overlapping the cards to economise space. The acee

are to be built upon in their proper suits.

During the process of dealing you may take an exposed card

from either of the wings for the ace-packets, or from the sides,

provided the card is in the same row as the ace which requires

it. When any card is thus taken, the vacancy must be at once

filled from the pack. When you have finished dealing out, you

may pack outside cards on one another, either in the ascending
or descending lines, but following suit.

The success of the game depends greatly on the way this

packing is managed. If you can succeed in entirely opening
one row, you can put any exposed card into the vacancy, fol-
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lowing on with the same suit, if in sequence. For instance,

the exigencies of the game may have compelled you to pack
the diamonds reverse way, from the four to the seven; but by
judicious distribution you have disposed of all the cards in

another row. Now place the seven of diamonds in this vacancy,
and bring the six, five, and four, alongside in their due order,

ready for the ace-packet, when you have freed the two and

three.

Do not be in any hurry to pack at the beginning, but survey
the board well, to see what the chances are; it is necessary to

let none slip, for there is no second deal. The Diagram given

illustrates a pack just laid out on the table.



CHAPTER XXXI.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL PATIENCE.

ONE pack only is required; remove from it the aces, and

place them in pairs hearts and clubs, diamonds and

spades. These are built upon in alternate colours black on

red, and vice versa but they must keep to their own pairs,

as shown in Diagram No. 1.

The aces are the retail establishments; for the wholesale,

lay out on the board three rows of five cards each, as shown

in Diagram No. 2. Below these you may make four packets,

or rubbish heaps, and in arranging them it is well to keep one

specially for kings and queens. The exposed cards on the

board may be built upon in downward sequence, following suit
;

but the player should be very careful in doing this, for as

these cards cannot be moved until they work off on to the

aces, they are apt to checker those above them. When the

pack is exhausted, gather up all the cards that have not

been placed on these aces, shuffle, and lay out the wholesale

board again, forming your rubbish heaps as before. This is

a very difficult game to accomplish.
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CHAPTER XXXIL

FORT PATIENCE.

FOR this game two packs of cards are required. Take the

aces and kings from the first pack, and place the aces on the

left, the kings on the right ;
these are to be built upon

the former in upward, the latter in downward, sequence,

following suit. Now shuffle the two packs together. Place

two parallel lines of four cards each, to form the fort, as

shown in the Diagram ; lay two cards along the top, and two

along the bottom these are the gates ;
in the centre place

twenty-one (the garrison), the cards overlapping one another.

Deal the rest of the cards on a rubbish heap, building the

while on the kings and aces.

When cards are taken from the fort, the vacancies are filled

from the rubbish heap ; but when from either of the

gates, they are replenished from the garrison. As the fort

cannot be taken until the defenders have all disappeared, if

there should be duplicate cards in the wall and the gate,

choose from the latter in preference.

The rubbish heap may be turned twice ; indeed, this game is

so difficult to bring to a satisfactory termination that some

players turn the heap three times
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CHAPTER X X X 1 1 1 .

SPANISH PATIENCE.

LAY out thirteen packets of four cards each, face upwards, as

shown in the Diagram given. If there should be an exposed

SPANISH PATIENCK.

ace, take it for the base of a sequence. Suit is not followed

in this game, the numerical order only being attended to
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Now pack on the exposed cards in downward sequence, so as

to free as many cards as possible. Some judgment is required

in this packing; every effort should be devoted to freeing the

aces and their following numbers.

When you come to a standstill, gather up the packets in

any order, but without shuffling, and once more lay them out

in packets of four; this process may be repeated again, and

if by that time you have not got the ace-packets completed
in sequence, you have failed in the game.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

FLORENTINE PATIENCE.

THIS game requires one pack only. Lay out five cards in

the form of a cross ;
the next that turns up is the base-card.

Place this and the three others of the same signification, as

they turn up, in the corners, but at a little distance, as shown

in the Diagram. These are to be built on in suits in ascending

sequence; the four outer cards on the board may be packed in

downward sequence without any attention to suit. When you
remove one of these cards, either on a base or in packing, you

may fill the vacancy from the rubbish heap; or you may, if

you prefer it, move the centre card into the space, and put
the rubbish card into the middle; while it remains there it is

not to be packed upon. The rubbish heap may be turned

once.



* *
* *

Rubbish Heap.

4. .5.

Florentine Patience completed.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

RUSSIAN PATIENCE.

THIS is an extremely difficult Patience to accomplish. It

requires undivided attention, and great care in the packing,

especially at last. The whole of two packs must be laid

out in the following manner, first shuffled well together
Place twelve cards in a row; if there are any kings or aces

in it, take them out, and place them below, to be built upon
the aces upward, the kings downward, in their pi-oper suits.

Duplicates must not be taken only the four belonging to the

suits. If, also, in the first row there are any queens or twos, and

any other cards following in sequence, they can be at once

placed on their packets, the spaces being filled from the pack.
This privilege is only allowed to the first row

;
in the succeed-

ing rows the only available cards, except kings and aces, are

the two outside ones. When these are taken, if the card above

(which then becomes exposed) is available, it may be used,

and the place filled from the pack. This restriction ceases

when all the cards are dealt out.
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There will be eight rows in all, as shown in the Diagram.
Some very strict players do not allow the kings and aces to

be taken urfless they come in the top row, or as outside cards;

but this adds an extra difficulty to a game already so difficult,

that most players prefer to take the aces and kings at once

as they appear. The board being thus laid out, packing in

suits may be carried on to any extent on exposed cards,

either upwards or downwards, the aces and kings being care-

fully built up the while. When you come to a stand, and

can neither pack nor build any more, gather the cards up in

perpendicular rows, beginning at the right-hand first, and

placing one on another without shuffling ;
then lay them out

again, proceeding exactly as at first. A third deal is allowed

When a vacancy is made in the top row, any exposed card may
be moved up into it, which often is the means of freeing im-

portant ones
;

it is therefore a great object to dispose of all the

cards in a perpendicular row, by packing or building. When the

board is laid out for the last time, the player must use great

caution, in packing his cards, that the upper ones should nut

get checkered hopelessly.
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plicit directions for their Cultivation, the formation of Rockeries, the
arrangement of Ferneries, &c. By GEORGE SCHNEIDER. With numerous
Coloured Plates and other Illustrations. In 3 vols., large post 4to. Cloth gilt,

price 3 3/-, by post 3 5/-.

Ferns, Choice British. Descriptive of the most beautiful Variations from the
common forms, and their Culture. By C. T. DRUERY, F.L.S. Very accurate
Plates, and other Illustrations. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Ferrets and Ferreting. Containing Instructions for the Breeding, Manage-
ment and Working of Ferrets. Second Edition. Re-written and greatly
Enlarged. Illustrated. New Edition. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Fertility of Eggs Certificate. These are Forms of Guarantee given by the
Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for Hatching, undertaking to refund value of
any unfertile eggs, or to replace them with good ones. Very valuable to sellers
of eggs, as they induce purchases. In books, irith counterfoils, price 6d., by
post Id.

Firework Making for Amateurs. A complete, accurate, and easily
understood work on making Simple and High-class Fireworks. By DR. W. H.
BROWNE, M.A. In coloured wrapper, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Fish, Flesh, and Fowl. When in Season, How to Select, Cook, and Serve. By
MARY BARRETT BROWN. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/3.

Foreign Birds, Favourite, for Cages and Aviaries. How to Keep them in
Health. By W.T. GREENE, M.A., M.D., F.Z.S., &c. Fully Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Fortune Telling by Cards. Describing and Illustrating the Methods usually
followed by Persons Professing to Tell Fortunes by Cards. By J. B.PRANGLEY.
Illustrated. Price I/-, by post 1/2.

Fox Terrier, The. Its History, Points, Breeding, Rearing:, Preparing for
Exhibition, and Coursing. By HUGH DALZIEL. Second Edition, Revisea and
brought up to date by J. MAXTEE (Author of ' '

Popular Dog-Keeping "). Fully
illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2 ; in cloth, urith Coloured Frontispiece
and several extra plates, price 2/6, by post 2/9. %
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Fox Terrier Stud Book. Edited by HUGH DALZIEL, In doth gttt, price 3/6>

each, by post 3/9 each.

Vol. I., containing Pedigrees of over 1400 of the best-known Dogs, traced
to their most remote known ancestore.

Vol. II. Pedigrees of 1544 Dogs, Show Record, &c.

Vol. III. Pedigrees of 1214 Dogs, Show Record, Ac.

Vol. IV. Pedigrees of 1168 Dogs, Show Record, &c.

Vol. V. Pedigrees of 1662 Dogs, Show Record, &c.

Fretwork and Marquetry. A Practical Manual of Instructions in the Art.

of Fret-cutting and Marquetry Work. By D. DENYING. Profusely Illustrated.

In cloth gilt, pnce 2/6, by pout 2/9.

Friesland Meres, A Cruise on the. By ERNEST R. SUPPLING. Illustrated.
In paper, price I/-, by pout 1/2.

Fruit Culture for Amateurs. An illustrated practical hand-book on the
Growing of Fruits in the Open and under Glass. By S. T. WRIGHT. With
Chapters on Insect and other Fruit Pests by W. D. DRURY. Second.
Edition. Illustrated. In doth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Came Preserving, Practical. Containing the fullest Directions for Rearing
and Preserving both Winged and Ground Game, and Destroying Vermin ;

with other information of Value to the Game Preserver. By W. CARNEGIE..
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, demy 8tx>, price 10/6, by post ll/-.

Gardening, the Book of: A Handbook of Horticulture. By well-known
Specialists, including J. M. Abbott, W. G. Baker, Charles Bennett, H. J..

Chapman, James Douglas, Charles Friedrich, A. Griessen, F. M. Mark,
Trevor Monmouth, G. Schneider, Mortimer Thorn, J. J. Willis, and Alan
Wynne. Edited by W. D. DRURY (Author of " Home Gardening,"
"Insects Injurious to Fruit," "Popular Bulb Culture," &c.) Very fully
Illustrated. 1 vol., demy 800, about I200pp, price Id/-, by post 16/9.

Gardening, Dictionary of. A Practical Encyclopaedia of Horticulture, for
Amateurs and Professionals. Dlustrated with 3150 Engravings. Edited by
G.NICHOLSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ; assisted by Prof.

Trail, M.D., Rev. P. W. Myles, B.A., F.L.S., W. Watson, J. Garrett, and
other Specialists. In 5 row., large post 4fo. Cloth gilt, price 4, by post
4 2/-.

Gardening, Open-Air : The Culture of Hardy Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables.
Edited by W. D. DRURY, F.E.S. Beautifully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, demy
Bvo, price 6/-, by post 6/5.

Gardening in Egypt. A Handbook of Gardening for Lower Egypt. With a
Calendar of Work for the different Months of the Year. BY WALTEK DRAPER.
In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Gardening, Home. A Manual for the Amateur, Containing Instructions for
the Laying Out, Stocking, Cultivation, and Management of Small Gardens-
Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable. By W. D. DRURY, F.R.H.S. Illustrated. In
paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Goat, Book of the. Containing Full Particulars of the Various Breeds of
Goats, and their Profitable Management. With many Plates. By H. STEPHEN
HOLMKS PEGLER. Third Edition, with Engravings and Coloured Frontispiece,
In cloth gilt, price 4/6, by post 4/10.

Goat-Keeping for Amateurs: Being the Practical Management of Goats,
for Milking Purposes. Abridged from " The Book of the Goat." Illustrated.
In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Grape Growing for Amateurs. A Thoroughly Practical Book on Successful
\ ine Culture. By E. MOLYNEUX. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Greenhouse Construction and Heating. Containing Full Descriptions
of the Various Kinds of Greenhouses, Stove Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits and
Frames, with Directions for their Construction ; and also Descriptions of the-
Different types of Boilers, Pipes, and Heating Apparatus generally, with
Instructions for Fixing the Same. By B. C. RAVENSCROKT. Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, bypost 3,9.
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Greenhouse Management for Amateurs. The Best Greenhouses and
Frames, and How to Build and Heat them. Illustrated Descriptions of the
most suitable Plants, with general and Special Cultural Directions, and all

necessary information for the Guidance of the Amateur. By W. J. MAY.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Magnificently illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Guinea fig, The, for Food, Fur, and Fancy. Its Varieties and its Manage-
ment. By C. CUMBERLAND, F.Z.S. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, ly pout
1/2. In cloth gilt, with coloured frontispiece, price 2/6, by post 2/S.

Hand-writing, Character Indicated by. With Illustrations in Support of

the Theories advanced, taken from Autograph Letters, of Statesmen, Lawyers,
Soldiers, Ecclesiastics, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other persons.
Second Edition. By K. BAUUHAN. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by poet 2/9.

Hardy Perennial! and Old-fashioned Garden Flowers. Descriptions,
aJpnabetically arranged, of the most desirable Plants for Borders, Rockeries,
and Shrubberies, including Foliage, as well as Flowering Plants. By J. WOOD.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Hawk Moths, Book of British. A Popular and Practical Manual for all

Lepidopterists. Copiously illustrated in black and white from the Author's
own exquisite Drawings from Nature. By W. J. LUCAS, B.A. In cloth yilt t

price 3/to, by post 3/9.

Horse-Keeper. The Practical. By GEORGE FLEMING, C.B., LL.D.,
F.R.C.V.S., late Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British Army, and
Ex-President of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. In cloth yilt,

price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Horse-Keeping for Amateurs. A Practical Manual on the Management
of Horses, for the guidance of those who keep one or two for their personal use.

By Fox RUSSELL. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2 ; cloth gilt, 2/-, by post 2/3.

Horses, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. For the
use of Amateurs. By HUGH DALZIEL. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2 : cloth

gilt, 21-, by post 2/3.

Incubators and their Management. By J. II. SVTCLIFFE. New Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

A Description of the Spas of Great Britain and

Jack All Alone. Being a Collection of Descriptive Yachting Reminiscences.
By FRANK COWPER, B.A., Author of "Sailing Tours." Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Journalism, Practical: How to Enter Thereon and Succeed. A book for
all who think of

"
writing for the Press." By JOHN DAWSON. In cloth gilt,

price. 2/6, by post 2/9.

Kennel Management, Practical. A Complete Treatise on the Proper
Management of Dogs for the Show Bench, the Field, or as Companions, with a
chapter on Diseases their Causes and Treatment. By W. D. DRURY,
assisted by well-known Specialists. Illustrated. In cioth 10/6, bypoet ll/-.

Lace. A History of Hand-Made. By MRS. E. NEVILL JACKSON.
With Supplementary Remarks by SIGNOR ERNESTO JESURUM. Exquisitely
Illustrated with numerous high-class Engravings of Old and Valuable Lace's
and their application to Dress as shown in Portraits and Monochrome and
Sepia Plates of great beauty. In crown 4to, cloth giU, price 18/-, by post
18/6. Edition de Luxe, on large paper, containing 12 specimens of Real Lace,
handsomely bound in full leather, gilt, price 4 4/-, by post 4/5/6. (A few
copies only left at this price, after which there are 60 at"5 5/-, when the entire
stock will be exhausted.)
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Lawn Tennis, Lessons in. A New Method of Study and Practise for

Acquiring a Good and Sound Style of Play. With Exercises. By E. H. MILES.
Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Laying Hens, How to Keep and to Bear Chickens in Large or small

Numbers, in Absolute Confinement, with perfect Success. By MAJOR G. F.

MORANT. In paper, price bd. , by post Id.

Library Manual, The. A Guide to the Formation of a Library, and the Values
ofRareand Standard Books. By J. H. SLATER, Barrister-at-Law. Third Edition.

Revised and Greatly Enlarged. In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Magic Lanterns, Modern. A Guide to the Management of the Optical
Lantern, for the Use of Entertainers, Lecturers, Photographers, Teachers, and
others. By R. CHILD BAYLEY. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Marqueterie Wood-Staining for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook
to Marqueterie Wood-staining, and Kindred Arts. By ELIZA TURCK. Pro-

fusely Illustrated. Inpaper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Medicine and Surgery, Home. A Dictionary of Diseases and Accidents,
and their Proper Home Treatment. For Family Use. By W. J. MACKENZIE,
M.D. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Mice, Fancy: Their Varieties, Management, and Breeding. Third Edition,
with additional matter and Illustrations. In coloured wrapper representing
different, varieties, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Model Yachts and Boats : Their Designing, Making, and Sailing. Illustrated
with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams. By J. DU V. GROSVENXR. In
leatherette, price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Mountaineering, Welsh. A Complete and Handy Guide to all the Best Roads
and Bye-Paths by which the Tourist should Ascend the Welsh Mountains. By
A. W. PERRY. With Numerous Maps. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Mushroom Culture for Amateurs. With Full Directions for Successful
Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, and Pots, on Shelves, and Out of Doors.
By W. J. MAY. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, bypost 1/2.

Needlework, Dictionary of. An Encyclopaedia of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy
Needlework ; Plain, practical, complete, and magnificently Illustrated. By
S. F. A. CAULFEILD and B. C. SAWARD. In demy 4to, 528pp. with 829 Illus-

trations, including COLOURED PLATES, bound satin brocade cloth, 31/6, by
post 32/-.

Orchids : Their Culture and Management, with Descriptions of all the Kinds
in General Cultivation. Illustrated by Coloured Plates and Engravings. New
Edition in the press.

Painting, Decorative. A practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon
Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone,
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. SAWARD. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Palmistry, Life Studies in. The hands of Notable Persons read according;
to the practice of Modern Palmistry. By I. OXENFORD. Illustrated with 41
Full-Page Plates. In^to, cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Palmistry Modern. By I. OXF.NFORD, Author of Life Studies in Palmistry.
Numerous Original Illustrations by L. WILKINS. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by
post 2/9.

Paper Work, Instructive and Ornamental. A practical book on the
making of flowers and many other articles for artistic decoration, including
a graduated course of Paper Folding and Cutting for children five to twelve
years of age. Especially useful as preparatory exercises to the making of
artificial flowers in silk and velvet, increasing that dexterity of hand and
niceness of finish so necessary to that work. By Mrs. L. WALKER. Fully
Illustrated. In crown 4*o, cloth (rilt, 3/6, by post 3/10.
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Parcel Post Dispatch Book (registered). An invaluable book for all who
send parcels by post. Provides Address Labels, Certificate of Posting, and
Records of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this book parcels are insured

against loss or damage to the extent of 2. Authorised oy the Post Office.

Price I/-, by post 1/2, for 100 parcels ; larger sizes if required.

Parrakeets, Popular. How to Keep and Breed Them. By W. T.

GREENE, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., &c. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Parrot, The Grey, and How to Treat it. By W. T. GREENE, M.D., M.A.,
F.Z.S., &c. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Patience, Games of, for one or more Players. How to Play 173 different

Games of Patience. By M. WHITMORE JONES. Illustrated. Series I., 39

games; Series II., 34 games ; Series III., 33 games ; Series IV., 37 games ;

(Series V.
,
30 games. Each, in paper, I/-, by post 1/2. The five bound together,

in cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4. In full leather, solid gilt edges, 10/6, by
post 11/6.

Pedigree Record, The. Being Part I. of " The Breeders' and Exhibitors'

Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigrees of Stock of

every Description. By W. K. TAUNTON. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Pheasant-Keeping for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook on the Breed-

ing, Rearing, and General Management of Fancy Pheasants in Confinement.

By GEO. HORNE. Fully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Photographic Printing Processes, Popular. A Practical Guide to

Printing with Gelatino-Chloride, Artigue, Platinotype, Carbon, Bromide,
Collodio-Chloride, Bichromated Gum, and other Sensitised Papers. By H.
MACLEAN, F.R.P.S. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/W.

Photography (Modern) for Amateurs. Fourth Edition. Revised and
Enlarged. By J. EATON FEARN. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Pianofortes, Tuning and Repairing. The Amateur's Guide, without the
intervention of a professional. New Edition. In paper, I/-, by post 1/2.

Picture-Frame Making for Amateurs. Being Practical Instructions
in the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawings, Photo-
graphs, and Engravings. By the REV. J. LUKIN. Illustrated. In paper,
price I/-, by post 1/2.

Pig, Book of the. The S_election, Breeding, Feeding, and Management of the
Pig ; the Treatment of its Diseases ; The Curing and Preserving of Hams,
Bacon, and other Pork Foods ; and other information appertaining to Pork
Farming. By PROFESSOR JAMES LONG. Fully Illustrated with Portraits of
Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. In cloth gilt, price 10/6, bv post

10/11.

Pig-Keeping, Practical: A Manual for Amateurs, based on personal
Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening ; also in Buying and Selling
Pigs at Market Prices. By R. D. GARRATT. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs. A Complete Guide to the Amateur
Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C. LYELL. Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9 ; in paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Poker Work, A Guide to, including Coloured Poker Work and Relief Turning.A Practical Manual for Amateurs, containing a full Description of the
necessary Tools, and Instructions for their use. By W. D. THOMPSON.
Illustrated. In paper, I/- net, by post 1/2.

Polishes and Stains for Woods : A Complete Guide to Polishing Wood-
work, with Directions for Staining, and Full Information for Making the
Stains, Polishes, &c., in the simplest and most satisfactory manner. By
DAVID DENNING. In paper I/-, by post 1/2.

Fool, Games of. Describing Various English and American Pool Games, and
giving the Rules in full. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.
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Portraiture, Home, for Amateur Photographers. Being the result of many
years' incessant work in the production of Portraits "at home." By P. R.
SALMON (RICHARD PENLAKE), Editor of The Photographic Sews. Fully Illus-

trated. In doth gilt, pi-ice 2/6, by post 2/9.

Postage Stamps, and their Collection. A Practical Handbook for Collectors

of Postal Stamps, Envelopes, ^yrappers) and Cards. By OLIVER FIRTH,
Member of the Philatelic Societies of London, Leeds, and Bradford. Pro-

fusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/10.

Postage Stamps of Europe, The Adhesive : A Practical Guide to their

Collection, Identification, and Classification. Especially designed for the use
of those commencing the Study. By W. A. S. WESTOBY. Beautifully
Illustrated. In 2 vols., price 15/- net, by pist 15/6. (Vol. L, A-1; Vol. II.

I-Z.)

Postmarks, History of British. With 350 Illustrations and a List of
Numbers used in Obliterations. By J. H. DANIELS In cloth gilt, price 2/6
net , by post 2/9.

Pottery and Porcelain, English. A Guide for Collectors. Handsomely
Illustrated with Engravings of Specimen Pieces and the Marks and Mono-
grams used by the different Makers. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
By the REV. E. A. DOWNMAN. In doth gilt, price 3/6 ne,t, by post 3/9.

Poultry-Farming, Profitable. Describing in Detail the Methods that Give
the Best Results, and pointing out the Mistakes to be Avoided. By J. H.
SUTCLIFFE. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry-Keeping. Popular. A Practical and Complete Guide to Breeding
and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. By F. A. MACKENZIE. Sec-ond

Edition, with Additional Matter and Illustrations. In paper, price I/-, by
post 1/2.

Rabbit, Book of the. A Complete Work on Breeding and Rearing all Varieties
of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, Variations, Uses, Points, Selection,
Mating, Management, &c., <fcc. SECOND EDITION. Edited by KEMPSTER
W. KNIGHT. Illustrated with Coloured and other Plates. In doth gilt, price
10/6, by post 10A1.

Rabbits, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Cure. With a Chapter
on THE DISEASES OF CAVIES. Reprinted from " The Book of the Rabbit" and
" The Guinea Pig for Food, Fur, and Fancy." In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Rabbits for Prizes and Profit. The Proper Management of Fancy Rabbits
in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, and Descriptions of every
known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. By CHARLES
RAYSON. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9. Also in Sections, as
follows :

General Management of Rabbits. Including Hutches, Breeding,
Feeding. Diseases and their Treatment, Rabbit Courts, &c. Fully Illustrated.
In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Exhibition Rabbits. Being descriptions of all Varieties of Fancy
Rabbits, their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. Illustrated. In
paper, price I/-, by pout 1/2.

Roses for Amateurs. A Practical Guide to the Selection and Cultivation of
the best Roses. Second Edition, with Many Plates. By the REV. J. HO.NY-
WOOD D'OMBRAIM, Hon. Sec. Nat. Rose Soc. In paper, price I/-, by pout 1/2.

Sailing Guide to the Solent and Poole Harbour, with Practical Hints
as to Living and Cooking on, and Working a Small Yacht. By LIEUT. -Co L.

T. G. CtiTHELL. Illustrated with Coloured Charts. In cloth gilt, price 2/b,

by post 2/9.

Sailing Tours. The Yachtman's Guide to the Cruising AVaters of the English
and Adjacent Coasts. With Descriptions of every Creek, Harbour, and Road-
stead on the Course. With numerous Charts printed in Colours, showing Deep
water, Shoals, and Sands exposed at low water, with sounding. By FRANK
COWPER, B.A. In crown 8ro, cloth gilt.

Vol. I. The Coasts of Essex and Suffolk, from the Thames to Aldborough.
Six Charts. Price 5/-, by pot 5/3.
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Vol. II. The South Coast, from the Thames to the Scilly Islands. Twenty-
five Charts. New and Revised Edition. Price 7/5, by post 7/10.

T'o/. III. The Coast of Brittany, from L'Abervrach to St. Nazaire, and
an account of the Loire. Twelve Charts. Price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Vol. IV. The West Coast, from Land's End to Mull of Galloway, in-

cluding the East Coast of Ireland. Thirty Charts. Price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Vol. V. The Coasts of Scotland and the N.E. of England down to Aid-

borough. Forty Charts. Price 10/6, by post 10/10.

St. Bernard Stud Book. Edited by HUGH DALZIEL. 2 Vols., containing
Pedigrees of over 1800 Dogs. In cloth gilt, price 3/6 each, by post 3/9 each.

Sea-Fishing for Amateurs. Practical Instructions to Visitors at Seaside
Places for Catching Sea-Fish from Pier-heads, Shore, or Boats, principally by
means of Hand Lines, with a very useful List of Fishing Stations, the Fish to
be caught there, and the Best Seasons. By FRANK HUDSON. Illustrated. In
paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Sea-Life, Realities of. Describing the Duties, Prospects, and Pleasures of
a Young Sailor in the Mercantile Marine. By H. E. ACRAMAN COATE. With
a Preface by J. R. DIGGLE, M.A., M.L.S.B. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by
post 3/10.

Seaside Watering Places. A description of the Holiday Resorts on the
Coasts of England and Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man,
giving full particulars of them and their attractions, and all information
likely to assist persons in selecting places in which to spend their Holidays,
according to their individual tastes. Illustrated. Twenty-fourth Year of
Issue. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/10.

Sea Terms, a Dictionary of. For the use of Yachtsmen, Voyagers, and
all who go down to the sea in big or little ships. By A. ANSTED. Fully Illus-

trated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Shadow Entertainments, and How to Work them : being Something about
Shadows, and the way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A, PATTER-
SON. Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Sheep Raising and Shepherding. A Handbook of Sheep Farming. By
W. J. MALDEN, Principal of the Colonial College, Hollesley Bay, Suffolk, late

Principal of the Agricultural College, Uckfield. Illustrated. Cloth gilt, price
3/6, by post 3/9.

Sheet Metal, Working in: Being Practical Instructions for Making and
Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. By the Rev.
J. LUKIN, B.A. Illustrated. Third Edition. In paper, price I/-, by pout 1/1.

Show Record, The. Being Part HI. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning the Exhibition of

Pedigree stock of every Description. By W. K. TAUNTON. In cloth gilt, pi-ice

2/6, by post 2/9.

Skating Cards : An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as the Cards
can be used on the Ice. In cloth case, price 2/6, by post 2/9. A cheap
form is issued printed on paper and made up as a small book, price I/-, by
post 1/1.

Sleight of Hand. A Practical Manual of Legerdemain for Amateurs and
Others. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. By E. SACHS.
In cloth gilt, price 6/6, by post 6/10.

Solo Whist. It Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration of the Game, and how to Play it Successfully.
With Illustrative Hands printed in Colours. By. C. J. MELROSE. In cloth

gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather, gilt top, 5/6, by post 6/-.

Sporting Books, Illustrated. A Descriptive Survey of a Collection of

English Illustrated Works of a Sporting and Racy Character, with an
Appendix of Prints relating to Sports of the Field. The whole valued by
reference to Average Auction Prices. By J. H. SLATER, Author of "

Library
Manual,"

"
Engravings and Their Value," &c. In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by

post 7/10.
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Stud Record, The. Being Part II. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'

Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigree Stock of

every Description. By W. K. TAUNTON. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Taxidermy, Practical. A Manual of Instruction to the Amateur in Collect-

ing, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of all kinds. With
Examples and Working Diagrams. By MONTAGU BROWNE, F.Z.S., Curator ol

Leicester Museum. Second Edition. In cloth, gilt, price lib, by post 7/10.

Tomato and Fruit Growing as an Industry for Women. Lectures given at
the Forestry Exhibition, Earl's Court, during July and August, 1893. By
GRACE HARRIMAN, Practical Fruit Grower and County Council Lecturer. In
paper, price I/-, by postal.

Tomato Culture for Amateurs. A Practical and very Complete Manual on
the subject. By B. C. RAVENSCROFT. Illustrated. In paper, pried/-, by post 1/1.

Trapping, Practical : Being some Papers on Traps and Trapping for

Vermin, with a Chapter on General Bird Trapping and Snaring. 'By W.
CARNEGIE. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Turning Lathes. A Manual for Technical Schools and Apprentices. A Guide
to Turning, Screw-cutting, Metal-spinning, &c. Edited by JAMES LUKIN, B.A.
Third Edition. With 194 Illustrations. In cloth gUt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

Yamp, How to. A Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs bv the
Unskilled Musician. With Examples. In paper, price 9d., by post 10d.

Vegetable Culture for Amateurs. Containing Concise Directions for the
Cultivation of Vegetables in small Gardens so as to insure Good Crops.
With Lists of the Best Varieties of each Sort. By W. J. MAY. Illustrated.
In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Ventriloquism, Practical. A thoroughly reliable Guide to the Art of
Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation, Ventrilocjuial
Figures, Entertaining, &c. By ROBERT GANTHONY. Numerous Illustrations.
In cloth gilt, price 2/6, bypost 2/9.

Violins (Old) and their Makers. Including some References to those of
Modern Times. By JAMES M. FLEMING. Illustrated with Facsimiles of

Tickets, Sound-Holes, &c. In cloth gilt, price 6/6, by post 6/10.

Violin School, Practical, for Home Students. Instructions and Exercises
in Violin Playing, for the use of Amateurs, Self-Learners, Teachers, and
others. With a Supplement on "

Easy Legato Studies for the Violin."

By J. M. FLEMING. Demy 4to, cloth gilt, price 9/6, by post 10/2. Without
Supplement, pri-ce 7/6, by post 8/-.

Vivarium, The. Being a Full Description of the most Interesting Snakes,
Lizards, and other Reptiles, and How to Keep Them Satisfactorily in Confine-
ment. By REV. G. C. BATEMAN. Beautifully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price
lit, by post 8/-.

War Medals and Decorations. A Manual for Collectors, with some
account of Civil Rewards for Valour. By D. HASTINGS IRWIN. Revised
and Enlarged Edition. Beautifully Illustrated. In doth gilt, price 12/6, by
post 12/10.

Whippet and Race-Dog, The: How to Breed, Rear, Train, Race, and
Exhibit the Whippet, the Management of Race Meetings, and Original Plans
of Courses. By FREEMAN LLOYD. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/10.

Whist, Bridge : Its Whys and Wherefores. The Game taught by Reason
instead of by Rule, on the same popular lines as "Scientific Whist" and" Solo Whist," and by the same author, C. J. MELROSE. With Illustrative
Hands printed in Colours. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather,
gilt top, 5/6, by post 6/-.

Whist, Solo: Its Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration of the Game, and how to Play it Success-
iully. With Illustrative Hands printed in Colours. By C. J. MELROSE. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather, gilt top, 5/6, by post 6/-.

Whist, Scientific : Its Whys and Wherefores. The Reader being taught by
Reason rather than by arbitrary Rules. By C. J. MELROSE. With Illustrative

...
Hands printed in Colours. In cloth gUt, price 3/6, by post 3/10; in half
kathtr, gilt top, 5/6, by post 6/-.

All Books are Nett.
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Wild Birds, Cries and Call Notes of, described at Length, and in many
instances Illustrated by Musical Notation. By C. A. WITCHELL. In paper,
price I/-, by post 1/2.

Wildfowling, Practical : A Book on Wildfowl and Wildfowl Shooting. By
HY. SHAKP. The result of 25 years' experience of Wildfowl Shooting under all

sort of conditions of locality as well as circumstances. Profusely illustrated.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, price 6,'-, by post 6/4.

Wild Sports in Ireland. Bern Picturesque and Entertaining Descriptions of
several visits paid to Ireland, with Practical Hints likely to be of service to the

Angler, Wildfowler, and Yachtsman. By JOHN BICKERDYKE, Author of " The
Book of the All-Round Angler," <fec. Beautifully illustrated from Photographs
taken by the Author. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

Window Ticket Writing. Containing full instructions on the Method of

Mixing and using the Various Inks, <c., required, Hints on Stencilling as

applied to Ticket Writing, together with Lessons on Glass Writing, Japanning
on Tin, &c. Especially written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants.

By WM. C. SCOTT. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Wire and Sheet Gauges of the World. Compared and Compiled by
C. A. B. PFEILSCHMIDT, of Sheffield. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/1.

Wood Carving for Amateurs. Full instructions for producing all the
different varieties of Carvings. SECOND EDITION. Edited by D. DEXMXG.
In paper, price I/-, by pest 1/2.

Workshop Makeshifts. Being a Collection of Practical Hints and
Suggestions for the use of Amateur Workers in Wood and Metal. By
H. J. S. CASSALL. Fully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by pout 2,9.

All Books are Nett.

A NEW EDITION OF

WATSON'S STANDARD WORK ON

Orchids
'

Culture,

Revised, Edited, and Added to by

HENRV J. CHAPJVIAN,
One of the finest Judges and Growers in the Kingdom,

Is in active preparation, and on completion will form the newest and

most practical book on the subject. It will be Illustrated by A

number of Coloured Plates and fine Engravings specially prepared

for this Work. . . . Price 211.



TO LOVERS OF THE GARDEN.
A SPECIAL OFFER!

A 4 Guinea Work for 9
And Balance in Monthly Instalments.

THE most Popular Work on Horticulture
ever published is undoubtedly THE

DICTIONARY OF GARDENING, and thousands
of volumes have been sold here and in

America.
The reason of the remarkable success

that has attended this Work is not far to

seek it is very full, very accurate, superbly
illustrated, and edited by one of the
soundest of living authorities. It has been

justly said of the Editor, Mr. George
Nicholson, Curator of the Royal Gardens,
Kew, that he is almost a unique example
of a scientific botanist and a practical hor-
ticulturist under one hat.

The result is that the work issued under
his care is a model of accuracy and com-

pleteness, both as regards its Cultural
Directions and its Botanical Information.
Added to this, the Editor has been assisted

, . ,

thug assuring, in the treatment of every sub-

ject, an excellence that has never before been

approached.
More than 3850 Genera and 20.400

Species of Garden Plants are described,
with all necessary Instructions as to Culti-

vation and Propagation ; Injurious Insects
and Plant Diseases and their Treatment
are also fully dealt with ; over 3150
charming Illustrations are given, together
with Full Indices to Plants for Special
Purposes and Positions ; for Colours,

Height, <fec., as a Guide to Planting ;
a

Pronouncing Dictionary of Plant Names;
a Dictionary of Common Names, and other
features of the utmost practical value to
all gardeners.
No working gardener who takes the least

pride in his profession, or who is ambitious
of succeeding in it, can afford to be with-
out THE DICTIONARY OF GARDENING ; and
to any Amateur with a garden beyond the
smallest (if he takes any personal interest
whatever in it), THE DICTIONARY OF GAR-
DENING is absolutely indispensable.
THE DICTIONARY OF GARDENING is pub-

lished for this Special Offer in

5 HANDSOME LARGE
POST QUARTO YOLS..

IN HALF PERSIAN,
cloth sides, marble edges, at Four
Guineas, and the Special Offer is to

supply this Edition, Carriage Paid and
Complete,

for 9/-
down, the balance being payable in

Monthly Instalments of "4s. 8d.
each.
This Special Edition includes the new
CENTURY SUPPLEMENT, which
gives particulars of all the most Recent
Horticultural Introductions and the
Newest Discoveries respecting Diseases,
Insects, and Cultivation.

Form of

SPECIAL ORDER.
To MR. L. UPCOTT GILL,

Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane,
London, W.C.

Please send me, carriage paid, the Special Offer Edition of "Nicholson's Dictionary at

Gardening," in 5 vols., half bound in Persian, published at t 4s. Od., for which I enclosa

9s. I undertake to pay the balance in Monthly Instalments, of 4/6 each,* and not to

dispose of the said books until all the instalments are paid.

Date



A. & F. DENNY,
GENERAL

Discount Booksellers,
14T, STRAND, W.C.

(Close tjo Somerut Ilvute),

AND

32, CHARING CROSS, S.W.
(Opposite the Admiralty, Whitehall).

Che Cargwt and most Uaried Stock of

new Books in Condon,
INCLUDING

BIBLES AND PRAYER BOOKS,
AND

Books in Leather Bindings, for Presentation, &c.

Scientific and Technical Books of all

Descriptions Kept in Stock.

ANY BOOK MENTIONED IN THIS LIST CAN BE SENT BY
RETURN AT THE PRICE QUOTED FOR CASH.

Kate Address W
A. & F. DENNY,

147, Strand, London, W.C.
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CHAS. GOODALL & SON, Limited,
Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers *& *&

and Envelope Manufacturers.

For Whist, Bezique Poker, Euchre, Ecarte, Piquet, Ac.

GOODALL'S

Imperial Club Playing Cards.
DUPLEX, ROUND CORNERS, THIN.

This quality is highly recommended for Club use, being manufactured from
carefully selected materials, and rendered absolutely waterproof by a special

process. The fares have been greatly improved, the pips being larger, ami
- v--

duplex signs considerably increased in size. _ . .^-pci
Undoubtedly the Best Club Card. \JHlvtJ

Soutl:

Lib)
PATIENCE CARC

Size 2|in. by l|in. Duplex, round corners, thin, plain or printe'

THE FOSTER WHIST MARKER (Patented).

For Long or Short Whist, in ligh-
woods, Ebony and Ivory, Silver, &C-,

This Marker possesses the ad I

having the indicating devices al<i

with the surface, and equally v:-

every position at the table. X3
The Camden and Pall Mall Whist Markers, and the Clul .

Marker in Fancy Woods.
Whist, Bezique, and other Markers in Enamelled Cardboard,

French Morocco, &C.

Game Scoring Tablets for Whist, Bezique, Piquet, Ecarte, Bridge, dc.

DUPLEX CARD DOMINOES.

LONDON :

Manufactory CAMDEN WORKS, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

City Warehouse 17, ST. BRIDE STREET, LUDGATE CIRCUS, E.C.

West End Warehouse-60, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.

Birmingham Branch-4 and 5, LIVERY STREET.


